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Vibrational echo experiments were performed on the IR active CO stretching modes
(;2000 cm21) of rhodium dicarbonylacetylacetonate@Rh~CO!2acac# and tungsten hexacarbonyl
@W~CO!6# in dibutylphthalate and a mutant of myoglobin-CO~H64V-CO! in glycerol–water using
ps IR pulses from a free electron laser. The echo decays display pronounced beats and are
nonexponential. The beats and nonexponential decays arise because the bandwidths of the laser
pulses exceed the vibrational anharmonicities, leading to the excitation and dephasing of a
multilevel coherence. From the beat frequencies, the anharmonicities are determined to be 14.7,
13.5, and 25.4 cm21, for W~CO!6, Rh~CO!2acac, and H64V-CO, respectively. From the
components of the nonexponential decays, the vibrational dephasing at very low temperature of both
the v50–1 andv51–2 transitions are determined. At the lowest temperatures,T2'2T1 , so the
v52 lifetimes are obtained for the three molecules. These are found to be significantly shorter than
thev51 lifetimes. Although thev51 lifetimes are similar for the three molecules, there is a wide
variation in thev52 lifetimes. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!02324-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of vibrational spectra using Fou
transform infrared~FTIR! spectroscopy provides a wealth
information about the equilibrium structures of molecu
and the effects of solvents on normal modes. However,
portant types of measurements, i.e., vibrational homo
neous linewidth and the vibrational anharmonicity, are eit
difficult or impossible to perform with ordinary linear tech
niques. Measurements of vibrational anharmonicities prov
information about the shape of the vibrational potential s
face. Vibrational anharmonicities are not readily obtained
ing a conventional FTIR because thev50→2 transition is
forbidden, and, therefore, the absorption at the freque
corresponding to thev50→2 transition is weak. In addi-
tion, the spectral region around av50→2 transition is fre-
quently congested with combination bands, making it di
cult to identify the correct peak. A direct measurement of
v51→2 transition is not usually feasible for the higher fr
quency modes (1000–4000 cm21) because the therma
population at ambient temperatures of thev51 state is down
five to twenty factors ofe compared to thev50 state.

Another technique for measuring vibrational anharm
nicity involves the use of time resolved, two color vibr
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tional pump–probe spectroscopy.1,2 In this method, the
v50→1 transition is pumped with an intense ps IR puls
On a time scale short compared to the vibrational lifetime
second IR probe, generally having a wide bandwidth,
passed through the sample and spectrally resolved.
v51→2 transition appears as an absorption of the pro
that is not present in the absence of the pump. This met
has been successfully applied,1,2 but it requires two ps IR
pulses with different characteristics, i.e., wavelength a
bandwidth.

An alternative approach is to perform a vibration
echo3–6 using pulses having sufficiently wide bandwidth
establish a multilevel coherence among thev50, 1, and 2
states.7 The multilevel coherence results in a vibrational ec
decay with beats. The beats occur at the frequency of
difference between thev50→1 andv51→2 transition en-
ergies, i.e., at the frequency of the vibrational anharmo
splitting. This is not a conventional quantum beat. In a qu
tum beat, a state is coupled by the radiation field directly
two other states that fall within the bandwidth of the puls
In the vibrational echo anharmonic beat~VEB! experiment,
the radiation field couplesv50→1 and thenv51→2.
There is no direct coupling betweenv50→2.

In addition to measuring the vibrational anharmonic
through the echo decay beat frequency, the echo decay
vides the homogeneous dephasing time~homogeneous line-
width! of both the v50–1 andv51–2 transitions. The
homogeneous linewidth provides information on the dyna
cal interactions of a vibration with its environment. Vibra

4,5 4,5

ge,

0

i-

tional echo experiments on liquids, glasses, and
proteins6,8 have shown that vibrational spectra may be
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inhomogeneously broadened, even at room tempera
Therefore, vibrational echo experiments are necessary to
tract the homogeneous linewidth from the observed spec
scopic line. The VEB experiment makes it possible to co
pare the homogeneous linewidths of thev50–1 and v
51–2 transitions. At the polarization level for Lorentzia
homogeneous lines, the echo decay is a bi-expone
squared with beats. One exponential corresponds to the
cay of thev51–2 coherence and the other exponential c
responds to the decay of thev50–1 coherence. Therefore
the VEB experiment allows both the homogeneous li
widths and the vibrational anharmonicity to be experimen
observables.

In this paper, VEB experiments on CO stretching mod
of three molecules are presented: rhodiumdicarbonylac
lacetonate @Rh~CO!2acac# and tungsten hexacarbon
@W~CO!6# in dibutylphthalate~DBP!, and CO bound to the
active site of a myoglobin protein in a 95:5 mixture of gly
erol:water. The myoglobin protein is a mutant of wild typ
myoglobin in which the distal histidine~position 64! is re-
placed with a valine~H64V-CO!.6 The protein pocket around
the CO in H64V is markedly different than either of th
inorganic compounds. In the protein, the CO is bound to
octahedral Fe which has four bonds to a large aromatic m
rocycle. The last bond of the Fe is to the proximal histidi
~position 93!.

The vibrational echo experiments on Rh~CO!2acac are
the first for this molecule. Vibrational echo studies
W~CO!6 in several liquid and glassy solvents have be
reported,3,5 including the first observation of vibrational ech
anharmonic beats on W~CO!6 in DBP.7 Further, extensive
vibrational echo studies and lifetime measurements of
v50–1 transition have been presented previously
Mb–CO and H64V-CO.6,8

In the following, Rh~CO!2acac data is presented as
function of the excitation frequency. As the frequency is d
creased, the beats become more pronounced. These r
are compared to an approximate theoretical calculation,
the trends are found to be in accord. Thev50–1 and
v51–2 dephasing times and the anharmonicity are also
tained. For H64V-CO, the anharmonicity is much grea
than in the two organometallic compounds. By tuning
lower frequencies than thev50→1 transition, beats are ob
served although the pulse bandwidth is insufficient to p
duce beats when centered on thev50→1 line. Again, the
v50–1 andv51–2 dephasing times and the anharmon
ity are obtained. These results are compared to prior m
surements on W~CO!6 in DBP.

II. THE NATURE OF THE EXPERIMENT AND
PROCEDURES

In a vibrational echo experiment, two IR pulses, tuned
the frequency of the molecular vibration of interest, a
crossed in the sample. The first pulse creates an ensemb
coherent superposition states that begin to dephase bec

10028 Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
of inhomogeneous broadening. A second pulse, delayed
time t, is incident on the sample at an angleu with respect to
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the first pulse and initiates rephasing of the inhomogene
contributions to the vibrational spectral line. This rephas
results in a macroscopic polarization that is observed as
echo pulse at time 2t. The echo emerges from the sample
an angle 2u with respect to the first beam due to wave vec
matching conditions. The integrated intensity of the ec
pulse is measured as a function oft.

For the case in which the laser bandwidth is narrow w
respect to the vibrational anharmonicity, such that the vib
tional coherence involves only thev50–1 transition, the
experiment is modeled well by a two level system. For
Lorentzian homogeneous lineshape with linewid
G51/pT2 , the echo decays as

I ~t!5I 0 exp~24gt!, ~1!

whereg51/T2 for thev50–1 transition. The homogeneou
dephasing time has contributions from the pure dephas
time, T2* , and the vibrational lifetime,T1 ,

1

pT2
5

1

pT2*
1

1

2pT1
. ~2!

There can also be a contribution from orientation
relaxation.5 However, the experiments reported here we
conducted in low temperature glassy solvents, so the co
bution from orientational relaxation is negligible. The life
time can be measured with a pump–probe experiment,
when combined with a vibrational echo measurement
T2 , the pure dephasing contribution to the homogene
linewidth can be determined. For the systems studied h
the lifetime components of the homogeneous lines are o
slightly temperature dependent. The pure dephasing com
nents are more strongly temperature dependent.

When the laser bandwidth is similar to the anharmon
ity, short pulse excitation will create a three level coheren
involving thev50, 1, and 2 vibrational levels. Previous th
oretical work on a three level echo described an equ
spaced system.9 The derivation of the VEB signals for thre
level systems has a large contribution from experiments
theory studying coherent oscillations in semiconduc
structures.10,11 The echo signal can be described for an u
equally spaced three-level system using a semiclassical
grammatic perturbation theory treatment of the third-ord
nonlinear polarizability.12,13 ~See Appendix for details.! The
three-level system is spaced by the frequenciesv01 and
v12, wherev015v121D, andD!v01 and v12. D is the
anharmonic vibrational energy splitting. The transition fr
quenciesv01 andv12 lie within the bandwidth of the pulses
For such a system, three independent resonant pathw
~diagrams! exist that result in rephasing and the generation
the echo pulse.~See Fig. 6 in the Appendix.! In addition to
the two that describe a rephasing in a two level system,13 a
third diagram accounts for the possibility of rephasing t
v51–2 coherence. As discussed in the appendix, for a fi

ng from vibrational echo beats
bypulse bandwidth, where theE-field amplitude differs atv01

andv12, the decay is given by7
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I ~t!5I ~0!exp~22g01t!$~E01•m01!
2 exp~22g01t!

1~E12•m12!
2 exp~22g12t!22~E01•m01!

3~E12•m12!exp@2~g011g12!t#cos~Dt1f!%.

~3!

Here,E01 andE12 are amplitudes of the electric fields at th
respective transitions andm01 andm12 are the respective di
pole transition moments which are constant.g01 andg12 are
the corresponding homogeneous dephasing decay cons
andD is the vibrational anharmonic splitting frequency~the
beat frequency in the signal!. I (0) contains all the factors
that determine the strength of the signal but are not invol
in either the time dependent decays or the wavelength de
dence of the beats. The dephasing rates for the two tra
tions, g01 and g12, are phenomenological; no model h
been assumed for the coupling of these modes to the b
For the narrow bandwidth case (E1250), Eq. ~1! is recov-
ered. The phase factor in Eq.~3! does not arise from the
derivation, i.e.,f50. As is standard in such derivations fo
which analytical results can be obtained, the pulse is take
be a delta function in duration. Therefore, it has infin
bandwidth, and theE-field amplitude is independent of fre
quency. The derivation was modified by specifying differe
E-fields at the two transition frequencies. However, it h
been shown that inclusion of the finite bandwidth of t
pulses leads to a phase factor that need not be zero.14 There-
fore, the phase factor was included, and it was found to be
aid in fitting the data discussed below.

To compare Eq.~3! to data requires a convolution t
account for the finite pulse duration. To extract an echo
cay that is on the same time scale as the pulse duration
quires full consideration of the three time ordered inter
tions of the radiation fields with the vibrations. In the
experiments, the echo decays are long compared to the p
durations, so this procedure is unnecessary. However,
beat frequency is comparable to the pulse duration. Th
fore, in the data, the beats appear with much less dept
modulation than they would have in the absence of a fin
instrument response. To account for this, Eq.~3! is con-
volved with the echo time dependence that would be
served for a sample with delta function response. This
defined as the instrument response function. For finite ins
ment responses, the data are fit by

S~t!5T21$T@p~A3
2t!#xT@ I ~t!#%, ~4!

whereT andT21 are Fourier transform and inverse Fouri
transform, respectively.I (t) is from Eq.~3!, andp(t) is the
laser pulse envelope at the intensity level. In these exp
ments, the pulse envelope is an essentially transform lim
Gaussian. The factor ofA3/2 arises from the three interac
tions of the two Gaussian pulses used in the vibrational e
experiment. This procedure is the convolution of the sam
response function withA3/2 times the Gaussian pulse env

Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
lope. There are two interactions with the second pulse, whic
gives rise to the pulse envelope squared. This is convolve

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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with the first pulse. The net result is the square of the Gau
ian pulse is convolved with the Gaussian pulse, yielding
A3/2 factor.

The vibrational echo experiments were performed us
the Stanford Free Electron Laser~FEL!. The FEL pulse train
consists of a macropulse having a duration of;3 ms and
repeating at 10 Hz. Within a macropulse is a series of
cropulses repeating at 11.8 MHz. Each transform limi
Gaussian micropulse has an energy of;0.5mJ. The pulse
duration was;1 ps ~see below!. The FEL frequency is ac-
tively stabilized to within 0.02% of the center frequenc
Both the autocorrelation and the spectrum were monito
continuously during experiments.

The experimental apparatus is a slightly modified v
sion of one reported previously.6,8 Very briefly, the IR beam
is split into two equal parts to become the two input pulses
the vibrational echo sequence. To reduce sample hea
while retaining high peak power, single micropulses are
lected from the macropulse at a reduced repetition rate u
germanium acousto-optic modulators~AOM!. One pulse is
selected at;60 kHz, while the other is chopped t
;30 kHz by a second AOM and sent through a motoriz
optical delay line. The chopping is performed to do bac
ground subtraction. The two beams are subsequently focu
to ;50mm diameter spots in the sample using an off-a
paraboloidal mirror. The echo signal is subsequently focu
onto an IR detector. The echo signal is acquired with a ga
integrator and digitized by computer as the computer sca
stepper motor delay line.

The W~CO!6 and H64V samples were prepared as
ported previously.6,7 The Rh~CO!2acac sample was prepare
as follows: Rh~CO2!acac~Aldrich, 99%! was added to DBP
~Aldrich, 99.9%! to a molarity of;131023. The sample
was placed in a custom built copper housing between C2
windows and an optical path of 400mm. The samples were
cooled using a He flow cryostat and the temperature w
controlled to within 0.2 K.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1~a! displays data taken on Rh~CO!2acac in DBP
at 3.4 K using a frequency of 2004.0 cm21. The center of the
v50→1 transition is at 2010.1 cm21. So this data is taken
with the frequency tuned somewhat to the red of the l
center. The pulse bandwidth is 8 cm21 FWHM, which cor-
responds to a 1.3 ps pulse duration. A fit to the data is a
shown. The fit uses Eq.~3! convolved with a 1.6 ps FWHM
instrument response. Figure 1~b! shows the same data bu
with a fit to Eq. ~3! that holds the cosine term constant
one, i.e., the decay kinetics are the same but there are
beats in the fitting function. The inset in Fig. 1~b! are the
residuals, which contain only the beats.D, the anharmonicity
~the difference between thev50→1 and thev51→2 tran-
sition frequencies! can be obtained from the fit in Fig. 1~a! or
it can be read off directly from the inset in Fig. 1~b!. The
results yieldD513.560.2 cm21.

10029ng from vibrational echo beats
h
d

In the fit to Eq.~3!, the fast component corresponds to
the dephasing time of thev51–2 vibrational coherence
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(T2(12)) and the slow component corresponds to
dephasing time of thev50–1 vibrational coherence
(T2(01)). As can be seen from both Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!, the
fits to the data are quite good. The decay constants y
homogeneous dephasing times ofT2(12)515 ps and
T2(01)592 ps, respectively. In fitting the data, the pha
factorf in Eq. ~3! was varied in addition to the other param
eters. While the data can be fit withf50, the fitting routine
consistently returned values off'p/2.

Equation~3! predicts that the magnitudes of the comp
nents of decay and the amplitude of the beats are relate
the strengths of theE-fields at the two transition frequencie
For a finite bandwidth pulse, as the excitation frequency
moved from around the peak of thev50→1 transition to
lower energies, the beats will become more pronounced,
the component of the decay corresponding to the relaxa
of the v51–2 coherence will become larger. Figure 2~a!

FIG. 1. ~a! Rh~CO!2acac in DBP at 3.4 K and laser frequency
2004.0 cm21 and fit using Eqs.~3! and ~4!. The center of thev50→1
transition is at 2010.1 cm21. The pulse bandwidth is 8 cm21 FWHM, which
corresponds to a 1.3 ps pulse duration. The fit to the data uses Eq~3!
convolved with a 1.6 ps FWHM instrument response and yieldsT2s of 15
and 92 ps for thev51→2 andv50→1 levels, respectively.~b! The same
data but with a fit with Eq.~3! that holds the cos term constant at 1. T
inset in~b! are the residuals. This is a method of displaying only the be
D, the anharmonicity~the difference between thev50→1 and thev
51→2 transition frequencies! can be obtained from the fit. The resul
yield D513.560.2 cm21.

10030 Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
displays Rh~CO!2acac vibrational echo data taken at 3.4 K a
a variety of frequencies. The center of thev50→1 transi-

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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tion is 2010.1 cm21. The first data set is at 2020.2 cm21. In
this data set, there are no apparent beats. These data c
fit with a single exponential, Eq.~1!. At this laser frequency,
there is little or no overlap of the pulse bandwidth with t
v51→2 transition. The single exponential decay yiel
g01 only. Tuning to lower energy, 2012.1 cm21, there are
only very low amplitude beats, which are almost lost in t
noise. However, the data cannot be fit well to a single ex
nential decay. To obtain a good fit, Eqs.~3! and ~4! are
needed. This frequency is still to the blue of the line cente
the v50→1 transition, so the overlap of the pulse ban
width with the v51→2 transition is small. The next dat
set, at 2004.0 cm21, definitely display beats. In this case
there is significant overlap of the pulse bandwidth with t
v51→2 transition, and the beat amplitude and fast dec
component magnitude increase markedly. Finally,
1996.0 cm21 data set shows significant beats as there is n
extensive overlap of the excitation bandwidth with t
v51→2 transition. All data sets indicate that the dephas

s.

FIG. 2. ~a! Rh~CO!2acac vibrational echo data taken at 3.4 K at laser f
quencies, from top to bottom, 2020.2, 2012.1, 2004.0, and 1996.0 cm21.
The center of thev50→1 transition is 2010.1 cm21. The dephasing times
of thev51→2 andv50→1 transitions are 15 and 92 ps, respectively.~b!
Calculated echo decays obtained using Eq.~3! for several ratios of the
E-field amplitudes. These curves use lifetimes, beats frequencies,
phases determined from the Rh~CO!2acac data, and have been convolv
with an 1.6 ps FWHM instrument response. Lines, from top to bottom in~b!,
have ratios of theE fields at thev50→1 and v51→2 transitions of
99.5/0.5, 95/5, 67/33, and 20/80, respectively. The calculation presente
~b! are qualitatively very similar to the data presented in~a!.

ng from vibrational echo beats
t times of thev51–2 andv50–1 transitions are 15 and 92
ps, respectively. There is a clear phase shift in the data of
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Fig. 2~a! that should be noticed. The phase shift may
explained by a full theoretical analysis of this problem us
finite bandwidth pulses.14

Figure 2~b! shows calculated echo decays obtained us
Eq. ~3! for several ratios of theE-field amplitudes. These
curves use dephasing times, beats frequencies, and p
determined from the Rh~CO!2acac data, and have been co
volved with an 1.6 ps FWHM instrument response. Lin
A, B, C, andD in Fig. 2~b! have ratios of thev50→1 and
v51→2 transitionE-fields of 99.5/0.5, 95/5, 67/33, and 20
80, respectively. In the calculations,m125&m01, as is the
case for a harmonic oscillator. As the quotient of the twoE
fields decreases, the amplitudes of the beats increase
there is an increased short time decay of the signal bec
the contribution of theg12 portion of the signal is increased
The magnitude of the beats in the simulation is also a fu
tion of the instrument response compared to the beat
quency. For all of the data presented in this paper, the ins
ment responses are in the 1 ps range. Since the
frequencies are 2–5 ps, depending on the sample, the in
ment response significantly decreases the observed m
tude of the beats. The calculation presented in Fig. 2~b! are
qualitatively very similar to the data presented in Fig. 2~a!.
This demonstrates the basic validity of the description of
multilevel coherence and its frequency dependence. H
ever, as discussed above and in detail in the Appendix,
analytical expression given in Eq.~3! was derived for a delta
function duration pulse, but with the standard type of de
vation modified to include differentE fields at the two tran-
sition frequencies. A quantitative theoretical description
this problem cannot be obtained analytically because it
include a finite pulse duration with a finite bandwidth. Th
produces a complicated numerical problem that is un
investigation.14 As shown above, Eq.~3! provides a good
description of the results. Because it is analytical, it is v
useful in data fitting. It gives all parameters correctly exc
the depth of the beats.

Previously, an excitation frequency dependent study
vibrational beats on W~CO!6 in DBT was reported.7 These
data display a frequency dependence which is substant
different from the data and calculations presented in Fig
This difference probably arises because of the triple deg
eracy of theT1u CO transition of the W~CO!6. The triple
degeneracy is undoubtedly broken in the glassy environm
This will lead to many more pathways for the interaction
the radiation field with the system than are contained in
derivation of Eq.~3!. The Rh~CO!2acac CO stretching mod
on which the experiments were performed is nondegene
and Eq.~3! provides a good description of the nondegener
problem.

VEB measurements can be made on a large variet
systems. Figure 3 shows data taken on H64V in glycer
water at 3.4 K with the laser tuned to 1957 cm21. The center
of the v50→1 transition for this line is 1969 cm21. The
excitation bandwidth for these data was;16 cm21 FWHM.
When the echo decay is measured on line center, the dat

Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
a single exponential decay without beats. IR pump–prob
experiments measured thev50→1 lifetime at this tempera-
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ture as 35 ps.15 Comparison of the line center echo decay a
the pump–probe data demonstrate that at these low temp
tures, the homogeneous dephasing time is approxima
twice the lifetime (2T1), i.e., there is no significant pur
dephasing. From the fit to the data, the decay consta
g12 and g01, yield homogeneous dephasing times
T2(12)520 ps andT2(01)565 ps, respectively. The fit als
gives the beat frequency. The inset in Fig. 3 displays only
beats, obtained in the same manner as described for
1~b!. The data are modulated with a 1.3 ps beat which c
responds to an anharmonicity of 25.460.2 cm21. This can
be compared to the;26 cm21 anharmonicity reported for
Mb-CO, which was measured using two color pump–pro
experiments.2 While H64V-CO has a shift in frequency and
20% decrease in the rate of pure dephasing,6 within experi-
mental error, replacing the distal histidine with a valine do
not change the CO vibrational anharmonicity.

These data on H64V-CO show that it is possible to u
the VEB method to obtain vibrational anharmonicities whi
are substantially larger than previously reported
W~CO!6. Metal carbonyls with two or more equivalent ca
bonyls have very small anharmonicities. By using a pu
duration of 670 fs FWHM and tuning to lower frequenc
than thev50→1 line center, it was possible to measure t
moderate anharmonicity of H64V-CO. Currently, it is n
possible to produce significantly shorter pulses than 600
with the Stanford FEL. However, conventional laser/OP
systems can produce IR pulses which are substant
shorter. Therefore, using available technology, it should

21

FIG. 3. Vibrational echo data on H64V in glycerol–water at 3.4 K with t
laser tuned to 1957 cm21. The center of thev50→1 transition for this line
is 1969 cm21. The excitation bandwidth was;16 cm21 FWHM. The
dephasing times of thev51→2 andv50→1 transitions are 20 and 65 ps
respectively.

10031ng from vibrational echo beats
ebe difficult to measure large anharmonicities of 100 cmor
more.
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Figure 4 shows a vibrational echo decay for asymme
CO stretching mode of W~CO!6 in DBP at 10 K with the
laser tuned to the center of thev50→1 transition
1976.3 cm21, as well as a fit using Eq.~3!.7 The beats are
separated by 2.3 ps, corresponding to a vibrational an
monic splitting ofD514.7 cm21160.3 cm21. This splitting
is in accord with the value of 15 cm2161 cm21 subsequently
obtained by Heilweil and co-workers from observation of t
v51→2 andv52→3 transitions of W~CO!6 in hexane us-
ing two color pump–probe experiments.1

The experiments on W~CO!6 were performed as a func
tion of temperature.7 From the fits to Eq.~3!, the homoge-
neous dephasing times for thev50→1 andv51→2 tran-
sitions were obtained for temperatures between 10 and
K. These are displayed in Fig. 5. Detailed analysis of
temperature dependence of thev50–1 dephasing demon
strates that by 10 K the homogeneous linewidth is domina
by the vibrational lifetime, i.e.,T2'2T1 .

5 From the fit to
Eq. ~3! of the data at 10 K and using results from Ref. 7 f
the v50→1 transition, the decay constants,g12 and g01,
yield homogeneous dephasing times ofT2(12)55.0 ps and
T2(01)566 ps, respectively. Above 10 K, thev50–1 ho-
mogeneous linewidth increases as a power law,T1.3.5 How-
ever, the temperature dependence of thev51–2 dephasing
has a very different character. It is temperature independ
up to;90 K. This demonstrates that thev51–2 dephasing
is dominated byT1 with T2'2T1 since a pure dephasin
contribution to T2 always displays a temperature depe

FIG. 4. Vibrational echo decay and fit W~CO!6 in dibutylphthalate at 10 K
and 1976.3 cm21. The beats are separated by 2.3 ps, corresponding
vibrational anharmonic splitting ofD514.7 cm2160.3 cm21.

10032 Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
dence. Thus, at 10 K, bothT2(01) andT2(12) are measures
of the vibrational lifetimes of the two states.

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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The data for W~CO!6 in DBP at 10 K demonstrates tha
T2'2T1 for both transitions. It is reasonable to assume t
T2'2T1 for both transitions of Rh~CO!2acac in DBP and for
H64V-CO as well. These samples were studied at 3.4 K. I
known thatT2'2T1 for the v50→1 transitions in both
samples at this temperature.6,15 At these very low tempera
tures, the samples are in the low temperature limit. The th
mal fluctuations of the heat bath are insufficient to cau
significant pure dephasing. Even electronic transitions
large molecules in low temperature glasses have very s
pure dephasing times of;1 ns.16 These are only measurab
because the electronic excited state lifetimes are long c
pared to the vibrational lifetimes discussed here. The c
pling of vibrational transitions to the medium is muc
weaker than the coupling of electronic transitions as e
denced by much smaller gas to solvent shifts in transit
frequencies and much slower pure dephasing at elev
temperatures. In addition, there is no fundamental rea
why the pure dephasing of thev51–2 transition should be
different than thev50–1 pure dephasing. For these reaso
we will take theT2s of both transitions of all three sample
to be lifetime limited at the lowest temperature.

The lifetimes,T1(1) andT1(2) of v51 andv52, re-
spectively, and dephasing timesT2(01) andT2(12) of the
v50–1 andv51–2 transitions, respectively, are summ
rized in Table I. The approximate errors forT1(1) and
T2(01) is 3%. The approximate error forT2(12) is 5%. Also
reported in Table I are the ratios of lifetimes,RT1
5T1(1)/T1(2) and dephasing times,RT2

5T2(01)/T2(12).
The value ofT1(1) is highly dependent on the choice o

the solute–solvent systems studied. The lifetime
W~CO!6 is solvent dependent. At room temperature, its li
time in CCl4 is ;700 ps, in CHCl3 is ;340 ps, in
2-methylpentane is 150 ps. In the solvents CHCl3 and

a

FIG. 5. Decay timesT2(01)51/g01 andT2(12)51/g12 of W~CO!6 in DBT
for temperatures between 10 and 150 K obtained from fits to Eq.~3!. The
lack of temperature dependence ofT2(12) at the lower temperatures show
thatT2 is lifetime limited.

ng from vibrational echo beats
2-methylpentane, the lifetimes display an inverted tempera-
ture dependence,17–19 i.e., the lifetimes become faster as the
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TABLE I. Experimental results. Summary of the lifetimes,T1(1) andT1(2) of v51 andv52, respectively,
and dephasing timesT2(01) andT2(12) of thev50–1 andv51–2 transitions, respectively. The approxima
errors of T1(1) and T2(01) is 3%. The approximate error forT2(12) is 5%. The approximate error fo
T1(2) is 10%. Also reported are the ratios of lifetimes,RT1

5T1(1)/T1(2) and dephasing times,RT2
5T2(01)/T2(12).

Sample Anharmonicity T2(01) T2(12) RT2
T1(1) T1(2) RT1

W~CO!6 14.7 cm21 66 ps 5 ps 13 33 ps 3 ps 11
Rh~CO!2acac 13.5 cm21 92 ps 15 ps 6 49 ps 9 ps 5

Rector et al.: Vibrational dephasing from vibrational echo beats
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H64V-CO 25.4 cm21 65 ps 20 ps 3.3 35 ps 14 ps 2.5
temperature is decreased. In 2-methylpentane, the lifetim
10 K is 100 ps. The change in lifetime with solvent sho
that the solvent is intimately involved in the relaxation pa
way. The initial CO vibration relaxes into a combination
solute and solvent modes plus a mode of the solvent c
tinuum ~solvent phonon! as necessary to conserv
energy.17–19As the complexity of the solvent increases, mo
modes are available to provide a low-order pathway for
relaxation. In CCl4, a fifth-order process is required that in
volves the annihilation of the initial excitation and the cr
ation of three solute–solvent vibrational excitations and
phonon.17–19In CHCl3, the addition of the CH bending mod
at ;1250 cm21 reduces the order of the process to four
order, and the lifetime is reduced.17–192-methylpentane has
wider variety of modes, and DBP an even wider varie
Presumably, these considerations are very similar
Rh~CO!2acac.

However, H64V-CO, other Mb-COs, and a large varie
of model heme-COs have been shown to relax in a differ
manner.20–22 The relaxation is essentially solven
independent.21,23,24Relaxation occurs through deposition
the CO vibrational energy into the enormous density of sta
provided by the heme. The coupling has been shown to
via p-bond interactions. Back bonding from the metal–he
p electron system into the COp* antibonding molecular
orbital couples the CO vibration directly to the vast numb
of heme vibrational states. An increase in the back bond
decreases the vibrational lifetime. Mb-CO has a lifetime
16 ps. Replacing the distal histidine with a valine to for
H64V-CO reduces the back bonding and slows the lifeti
to 35 ps. Therefore, by selecting the particular form of Mb
is possible to have a heme-CO system with av51 lifetime
that is similar to the simpler metal carbonyls. This facilitat
the comparison of thev51 lifetimes and thev52 lifetimes.

A striking feature of Table I is the trend in the ratio
(RT1

) of T1(1) to T1(2) for the three samples. In all case
relaxation fromv52 is substantially faster than relaxatio
from v51. In the most basic analysis, it would be expec
that ratioRT1

5T1(1)/T1(2) would be 2.
25 This will occur if

the density of bath states and the strength of coupling to
bath for the relaxation process are independent of the in
vibrational quantum number,v, and if no additional relax-
ation pathways become available for the higherv initial
state. The action of a lowering operator contained in
xation coupling matrix element for a
ion brings out a factor ofAv. The relaxation

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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rate scales as the square of the matrix element. There
when the initial state is 2, theAv factor squared yields 2, an
when the initial state is 1, theAv factor squared yields 1
giving anR of 2. So from this consideration alone, thev
51 lifetime should be twice as long as thev52 lifetime.

At low temperature, where there is no pure dephasi
T2 is determined by 2T1 . However, when looking at dephas
ing, if RT1

is 2, the ratio,RT2
5T2(01)/T2(12) should be 3.

The dephasing rate is the average of the rates of popula
decay out of the two levels involved. For dephasing of t
v50–1 transition,

1

T2~01!
5

g~1!1g~0!

2
5

1

2T1~1!
, ~5!

whereg(0)51/T1(0) andg(1)51/T1(1). Since the rate out
of the ground state is 0, the common result for av50–1
vibrational echo ofT2(01)52T1(1) is obtained. Rearrang
ing Eq. ~5! yields

g~1!5
2

T2~01!
. ~6!

The upper state dephasing is similar in that it is the aver
of the rates out of the two levels as given in Eq.~7!

1

T2~12!
5

g~1!1g~2!

2
. ~7!

Thev52 lifetimes displayed in Table I were calculated fro
measured values of thev51 lifetimes (g(1)s) and the
v51–2 dephasing rates, using Eq.~7!. The approximate er-
ror for these calculated lifetimes is 10%. As stated above,
minimum ratio of the upper and lower dephasing rates is
This follows from the simplification of Eq.~7! using the
Landau–Teller model for whichg(2)52g(1),

1

T2~12!
5

g~1!1g~2!

2
5
3g~1!

2
. ~8!

Using the results of Eq.~6! in Eq. ~8! yields

1

T2~12!
5

3

T2~01!
. ~9!

Clearly, these factors of 2 and 3 alone do not account
theRT1

andRT2
listed in Table I, although they come ver

close for H64V-CO. The vibrational relaxation in the tw

metal carbonyls depends strongly on interactions with the
solvent. Thev51→2 transition is shifted to lower energy
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by ;14 cm21 for both molecules. The relaxation pathwa
almost certainly includes a phonon mode of the glassy
vent continuum. For a non-hydrogen bonding organic l
DBP, the continuum extends to;200 cm21.26 Therefore, if
the phonon mode is to the high energy side of the peak of
density of states, a 14 cm21 shift to lower energy could resul
in an increase in the density of states, and therefore an
crease in the vibrational relaxation rate forv52. Also, an
increase in the strength of coupling results from the part
pation of a different phonon. However, such a change
likely to only account for a portion of theRT1

for W~CO!6
and Rh~CO!2acac. H64V-CO, which does not utilize the so
vent in its relaxation would not have this effect.

A factor which may be the major contributor to the lar
RT1

values of the simple metal carbonyls is the opening o
new relaxation pathway for relaxation from thev52 state.
The new pathway is direct relaxation fromv52 to v50.
The v52→0 transitions for the systems studied have en
gies;3950 cm21. It is possible for the numerous C–H tran
sitions, which have energies in the 3300–2900 cm21 range,
to participate in the vibrational relaxation. If thev52→0
relaxation is a low order path, perhaps not involving a ph
non because of the large number of C–H modes coverin
wide range of frequencies, it could substantially augment
rate of relaxation out of thev52 level. The experiment mea
sures the decay constant,g2 , which is independent of the
pathway for leaving thev52 level. Relaxation from
v52→0 or from v52→1 have the same effect on the d
cay of the coherence. While both W~CO!6 and
Rh~CO!2acac have thev52→0 opened, its influence on
RT1

will depend on the details of the coupling matrix el
ments and differences in the internal molecular modes
can participate in the relaxation. H64V-CO already has
enormous density of coupled states provided by the he
and therefore, the availability of an additional pathway a
parently makes less difference.

The ratioRT1
in Table I can have at least three cont

butions: the factor of 2 which comes from the quantum nu
ber dependence through the lowering operator, a chang
the phonon density of states, and the additionalv52→0
pathway. While all three molecules have similarv51 life-
time, the experiments demonstrate that there can be a
range of rates for decay out of thev52 level. This range
depends on the relative contribution of the three factors
cussed above.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have investigated multilevel vibration
coherences observed in vibrational echo experiments in t
systems, Rh~CO!2acac in dibutylphthalate, H64V in
glycerol–water, and W~CO!6 in dibutylphthalate. The beat
in the echo decay provide a direct measure of the vibratio
anharmonicity. The observations in the three systems s
that the VEB experiment can be of utility for measurin

10034 Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
vibrational anharmonicities provided the coherence decay
sufficiently slow to permit observation of the beats. Equatio

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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~3! provides a good description of the observables. It perm
extraction of the important physical parameters, i.e., the
harmonicity and the homogeneous linewidths of thev
50–1 transition and thev51–2 transition. The frequency
dependent Rh~CO!2acac data demonstrates how the amp
tudes of the beats, and, therefore, the extent of the multile
coherence changes with the laser excitation frequency. E
tion ~3! can reproduce the general nature of the freque
dependence, but it does not provide a quantitative descrip
because the derivation of the analytical expression does
include the finite duration of the excitation pulses.

At the very low temperatures of the experiments, t
homogeneous dephasing times are determined by the v
tional lifetimes,T2'2T1 . The three molecules studied hav
similar v51 lifetimes, but the decays of the multilevel co
herences observed in the vibrational echo experiments s
that thev52 lifetimes of all three molecules are signifi
cantly faster and that they vary from one molecule to a
other. Possible mechanisms for the decrease in the lifeti
and the variations were discussed.

To observe the VEB signal, it is necessary to have
transform limited bandwidth of the excitation pulses comp
rable to the anharmonic splitting. As demonstrated, the a
plitude of the beats can be enhanced by tuning to lower
quency so the that the pulse bandwidth can more effectiv
overlap both thev50→1 andv51→2 transitions. How-
ever, it is important to emphasize that the shortest poss
pulse duration~widest bandwidth! is not always desirable in
a vibrational echo experiment. If the aim is to understand
dynamics of the a liquid, glass, or protein system by study
the pure dephasing of thev50–1 transition, the multilevel
coherence may interfere by turning a single exponential
cay into a multiexponential decay with beats. At high te
peratures, where the echo decay time can be comparab
the beat period, it can be difficult to extract the true ec
decay. Therefore, it is desirable to use a pulse duration th
appropriate to obtain the information that is being sough
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APPENDIX

We present a derivation of Eq.~3! in this Appendix. We
use a standard Markovian model in the low temperat

ng from vibrational echo beats
is
n
limit. This treatment is similar to that of Fourkaset al.where
the signal was derived assumingv125v01.

9
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There are three possible resonant quantum mecha
pathways that contribute to the vibrational echo signal~after
t50! when excitation bandwidth overlaps with three leve
These are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. Figure 6~a! is the
ladder diagram representation of the resonant pathways.
solid arrows denote interactions on the ket of the den
matrix, while dotted arrows denote interactions on the bra
the density matrix. The signal is indicated with the dash
arrows. The first two pathways are the standard ones for
vibrational echo involving two levels. The third pathway i
volves excited-state absorption, and hence, interferes
the first two.9

The general polarization is a sum of the individual r
sponse functions integrated over the excitation fields

P~3!5E
0

`

dvG~v!E
0

`

dt3E
0

`

dt2E
0

`

dt1 Ē1* Ē2Ē3

3(
i
Ri~ t1 ,t2 ,t3!, ~A1!

where t1 ,t2 ,t3 are the times between each of the pulses
the vibrational echo sequence andRi are the response func
tions. The distribution of transition frequencies,v, is re-
flected by the inhomogeneous distribution function,G(v).
For delta function pulses

Ēi5uEi ud~ t2t i !exp~2 ivt !. ~A2!

The response functions are given by

R15R25m01
4 exp~ iv01t12 iv01t3!exp~2g01t12g01t3!,

~A3!

R352m01
2 m12

2 exp~ iv01t12 iv12t3!exp~2g01t12g12t3!,
~A4!

where I i j (t)5exp(2ivij t2gij t) and m i j5u^ i umu j &u and v i j

5v i2v j . Note that the complete derivation depends a
on the t2 time, which is the time between the second a
third interactions. In the echo experiment, the second p
provides both the second and third interactions so the t
between them is zero for delta function pulses. Therefo
terms containingt2 in Eq. ~A3! and ~A4! ~and henceforth!
have been dropped.

Since for a purely harmonic system,m015&m12, the
third path will completely cancel the echo att50 and will
cancel the echo signal at all time ifv125v01 and g01

5g12.
9 However, in real systems, the oscillator is not h

monic, thereforev12Þv01. As shown below, the beating i
the data will arise from the difference betweenv12 andv01

and the decay of the beats will be the average of theg01 and
g12 times.

To include inhomogeneous broadening, we take the
tribution function to be a Gaussian centered atv i j

° :

G~v i j !5
1

A2ps
expS 2~v i j2v i j

° !2

2s2 D 5G~d i j !, ~A5!

whered i j is the deviation from the center of the line. We w

Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
further assume that the distribution function for thev01 tran-
sition is the same as thev12 transition. Also, the inhomoge-

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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neous broadening is taken to be perfectly correlated in
two transitions. Further, all transitions for a given distrib
tion have the samem i j andg i j .

In the delta function pulse limit, the polarization is give
by the response function

P~3!~ t3 ,t1!5E
0

`

G~d i j !F(
i
Ri~ t i ,t3 ,d!G uE1* uuE2uuE3udd i j ,

~A6!

substitutingv i j5v i j
01d i j yields

R15R25m01
4 exp@ iv01~ t12t3!#

3exp@2g01~ t11t3!#exp@ id~ t12t3!#, ~A7!

R352m01
2 m12

2 exp~ iv01t12 iv12t32g01t12g12t3!

3exp@ id~ t12t3!#. ~A8!

Substituting Eqs.~A7! and ~A8! into Eq. ~A6! yields the
third-order polarization as

P~3!~ t3 ,t1!5uE1* uuE2uuE3uexpS 2~ t32t1!
2s2

2 D
3$2m01

4 exp@ iv01~ t12t3!#

3exp@2g01~ t11t3!#2m01
2 m12

2

FIG. 6. ~a! Latter diagram of the three pulse sequences in a VEB exp
ment. The first two diagrams are the two-level vibrational echo diagra
The solid arrows denote interactions on the ket of the density matrix, w
dotted arrows denote interactions on the bra of the density matrix.
signal is indicated with the dashed arrows.~b! Another representation of the
three pulse sequences of in the VEB experiment. Time is taken to incr
moving up the parallel set of lines.

10035ng from vibrational echo beats
3exp~ iv01t12 iv12t32g01t12g12t3!%. ~A9!
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This shows the echo characteristic of being sharply peake
t15t3 , if the distribution function is very broad.

The observed integrated signal is

S~ t !5E
2`

1`

dt3uP~ t12t3!u2. ~A10!

Defining the intensity as the square of the absolute valu
theE-field and substituting Eq.~A9! into Eq. ~A10! yields

S~ t !5I 3@4m01
8 exp~24g01t !1m01

4 m12
4 exp~22g01t

22g12t !22m01
6 m12

2 exp~23g01t2g12t !

3$exp@ i ~v012v12!t#1exp@2 i ~v012v12!t#%,

~A11!

which simplifies to

S~ t !5I 3@exp~22g01t !#@m01
8 exp~22g01t !

1m01
4 m12

4 exp~22g12t !1m01
6 m12

2

3exp~2g01t2g12t !cos~Dt !#. ~A12!

This derivation assumed delta function pulses with infin
bandwidth. Therefore, theE fields have no frequency depen
dence. There is no frequency dependence in Eq.~A12!. In
particular, the depth of the modulation occurring at fr
quency,D, is independent of the laser frequency. The de
depends only on the values of them01 andm12, which are
constants. This is in contradiction to the data in Fig. 2~a!.
The use of a delta function duration pulse makes it poss
to obtain an analytical expression. In the experiments,
laser pulses have finite durations and, therefore, finite ba
widths. The finite bandwidth results in different drivingE
fields,E01 andE12, at the two transition frequencies. Whe
the frequency is changed, the values ofE01 andE12 change,
giving rise to the frequency dependence displayed in F
2~a!. For a two level system, the coherence is produced
the coupling of the radiation field to the transition dipole
(E•m). To include the effect of finite bandwidth pulses a

10036 Rector et al.: Vibrational depha
yet preserve the analytical expression, we associateEi j with
m i j where appropriate. This results in Eq.~A13!,
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S~ t !5~E01•m01!
4@exp~22G01t !#@4~E01•m01!

2m01
2

3exp~22G01t !1~E12•m12!
2m12

2 exp~22G12t !

24~E01•m01!
2~E12•m12!

2m01m12 exp~2G01t

2G12t !cos~Dt !#. ~A13!

As can be seen from Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, all three pathways
have the first two interactions involving only thev50–1
transition. These interactions give rise to the first term. T
extra factors ofm2 not multiplied byE2 give rise to the
signal.
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